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Fig. 1: Up to four compact, lightweight 

R&S®TSME drive test scanners fit in the 

R&S®TSME-Z3 backpack system, so that 

even systems with 4×4 MIMO can be mea-

sured on the go.
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Agile on the go: ultracompact, lightweight 
scanner for network optimization
Drive test scanners measure the quality of radio channels in mobile networks and are essential when plan-

ning, setting up and optimizing these networks. The R&S®TSME, an exceptionally compact and lightweight 

scanner, is now available. It performs measurements for all relevant standards simultaneously and its 

compact backpack system is ideal for use in buildings.

Fig. 2: The latest generation of Rohde & Schwarz 

drive test scanners is now even more compact. 

Shown here is a complete test system with the 

R&S®TSME and the R&S®ROMES measurement 

software.

Ongoing task: network 
expansion and optimization 
Since the advent of smartphones and 
tablets on the wide-base market, the 
use of mobile broadband data  services 
has been rapidly increasing. In 2012 
alone, the global mobile data volume 
grew by 70 %. The telecommunica-
tions company Cisco predicts a further 
increase of 66 % annually in the com-
ing years. [1]

Network operators are forced to 
respond by further expanding and opti-
mizing their networks. When doing so, 
they rely on a variety of strategies:
 ❙ Allocation of new frequencies
 ❙ Implementation of new wireless com-
munications standards and technol-
ogies with higher spectral efficiency, 
such as LTE, LTE-Advanced and multi-
ple input multiple output (MIMO)

 ❙ Refarming of frequency blocks, such 
as using former GSM blocks in the 
900 MHz band for WCDMA/UMTS or 
in the 1800 MHz band for LTE

 ❙ Use of small cells
 ❙ Increased use of WLAN to reduce net-
work load

The app version of this 
article includes two 
videos.
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When expanding network capacity, net-
work operators increasingly take into 
account that the majority of data traffic 
is generated in buildings. In 2014, this 
is expected to be about 80 % of all data 
traffic (estimate from Nokia Solutions 
and Networks [2]).

In order to ensure network quality, 
operators, infrastructure manufactur-
ers and service providers must man-
age the measurement tasks associated 
with networks of the future. The new 
ultracompact, lightweight R&S®TSME 
drive test scanner (Figs. 2 and 3) from 
Rohde & Schwarz is ideal for this task. 
With a measurement bandwidth of 
350 MHz to 4.4 GHz, it covers all bands 
specified for wireless communications 
standards. In each band, it can simul-
taneously measure any combination 
of signals from different wireless com-
munications standards. In Europe, for 
example, this is a combination of UMTS 
and GSM in the 900 MHz band, LTE 
and GSM in the 1800 MHz band, UMTS 
in the 2100 MHz band and LTE in the 
2600 MHz band. Depending on the level 
of network expansion, it flexibly adapts 
to the network configuration. 

the 900 MHz band. Since the lower fre-
quency significantly extends the range 
of the LTE 800 cells, the 800 MHz band 
requires a different interference pre-
vention plan than the 900 MHz band. 
Interference can occur when too many 
neighboring cells are received too 
strongly (pilot pollution).

Network optimization using LTE  
and MIMO 
The use of LTE and MIMO increases the 
spectral efficiency of a network. LTE 
is based on OFDM and can therefore 
be flexibly deployed in different band-
widths. With 64QAM modulation, data 
rates up to 75 Mbit/s can be achieved 
in a 20 MHz channel. Under good chan-
nel conditions, MIMO can double the 
data rate without increasing the band-
width. However, this requires an appro-
priately optimized network. The network 
operator can use a scanner during drive 
tests to determine whether and where 
there are problems with the radio trans-
mission. Interference measurements are 
typically performed at the same time. 

Even externally induced interference, 
such as from defective set-top boxes, 
strong TV transmitters or faulty cable 
TV lines, can be detected with  scanner 
measurements. The network  operator 
or regulatory authority can then take 
action against the interference source. 
Assessing the channel quality of LTE 
MIMO requires additional special MIMO 
measurements that the operator can 
use to optimize the network. 

Fig. 3: Two 

R&S®TSME drive 

test scanners (rear 

view) configured for 

2×2 MIMO.

R&S®TSME: very versatile
Coverage planning during  
spectrum refarming
When planning an additional LTE net-
work for a frequency band in which 
a UMTS network is already operating, 
for example, the prevalent propaga-
tion conditions must be measured. This 
data can be used to fine tune the prop-
agation model used in the LTE plan-
ning tool (model tuning). Since the 
UMTS network cannot be turned off 
for these measurements, a scanner 
with a high dynamic range is required 
to detect the signal of a distant radio 
cell in the neighboring cell’s cover-
age area. The drive test scanners from 
Rohde & Schwarz perform these mea-
surements easily.

Spectrum reallocation
The shutdown of analog TV  channels 
has made new frequency bands avail-
able for wireless communications 
worldwide. Network operators first 
need to gain experience with these 
bands to be able to utilize them opti-
mally. The introduction of LTE in the 
800 MHz band, for example, has shown 
that this band differs significantly from 
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The R&S®TSME is ideal for all these 
tasks. The instrument is prepared so 
that up to four scanners can be cas-
caded to perform MIMO measure-
ments. Essentially, the scanner will be 
able to grow with the network config-
uration and be used in systems with 
2×2 MIMO and 4×4 MIMO.

The LTE-Advanced carrier aggregation 
mode makes it possible to increase the 
maximum data rate by combining sev-
eral LTE cells. These cells generally lie 
in different frequency bands. The wide 
bandwidth of the R&S®TSME and its 
big brother, the R&S®TSMW, enables 
them to measure LTE-A networks with 
carrier aggregation.

In-building measurements
The greatest volume of data in mobile 
networks occurs in buildings. Buildings 
have the highest subscriber density and 
the highest data service usage. This is 
why network operators use dedicated 
infrastructures such as microcells, pico-
cells and distributed antenna systems 
(DAS) in airports, train stations, trains, 
event venues (exhibition halls, sports 
stadiums), shopping centers and office 
buildings. 

Operators increasingly supplement 
these small-cell networks with WLAN 
hotspots to reduce the load on mobile 
networks (WLAN offloading). Scanner 
measurements are essential for planning, 
commissioning and optimizing this infra-
structure. When planning an in-building 
network, test transmitters help to deter-
mine the signal propagation. After the 
network has been set up, scanner mea-
surements are used to check the cov-
erage. The high cell density in buildings 
leads to increased interference. For this 
reason, network optimization is essen-
tial for standards such as UMTS and 
especially LTE, because it is usually not 
possible to reserve a specific frequency 
band for microcells and picocells.

Weighing less than 700 g with a maxi-
mum power consumption of 15 W, the 
R&S®TSME is ideal for these kinds of 
mobile measurements in buildings. The 
rugged R&S®TSME-Z3 backpack sys-
tem (Figs. 1 and 4) accommodates up 
to four scanners or two scanners and 
two mobile phones. It can be equipped 
with two hot-swappable rechargeable 
batteries. The entire backpack system 
is extremely quiet during operation – 
an important requirement for measure-
ments in public spaces.

Fig. 4: The 

R&S®TSME-Z3 back-

pack system can 

accommodate up to 

four scanners or two 

scanners and two 

mobile phones.

Summary
The ultracompact R&S®TSME drive test 
scanner is the ideal network operator 
tool for performing measurements in 
all wireless communications standards, 
and in both today’s and tomorrow’s fre-
quency bands. Several scanners can be 
cascaded to carry out MIMO measure-
ments. The R&S®TSME-Z3 backpack 
system provides an efficient solution for 
measurements where most data traffic 
exists: in buildings.

Jordan Schilbach
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